Writing Tool Test Sheet- Pencil
Brand:___________________________________________

Smoothness:______________________________________

Name:___________________________________________

Grit:____________________________________________

Grade:___________________________________________

Quality:__________________________________________

Smudge:_________________________________________

Best Sharpener: Hand:______________________________

Wood Variety:____________________________________

Crank:___________________________________________

Core:____________________________________________

Cost:____________________________________________

End: Dipped/ Eraser/ Tipped/ Capped/ Unfinished

Value:___________________________________________

Edit/Writing Test
My workplace is one which states somewhere that we
can only use black and blue ink on any official document. This translates to using blue or black ink only,
as everything I fill out becomes part of the official file

and the only thing that can be tossed are occasional
notes to myself and scratch paper. Honestly as much
as I’d like to whip out a pen loaded with Diamine
Chocolat to take notes while I’m on the phone it
doesn’t make a whole lot of sense to cart around a
fountain pen loaded with ink just for scrap notes, not
to mention that the Diamine Chocolate would feather
and bleed on all the paper in the building, so I”d then
have to bring in a notepad just for that pen. It just
doesn’t make sense.

Final Thoughts:

Writing Tool Test Sheet- Pen
Brand:___________________________________________

Smoothness:______________________________________

Style:____________________________________________

Flow:____________________________________________

Color:___________________________________________

Quality:__________________________________________

Size:____________________________________________

Durability:________________________________________

Finish:___________________________________________

Cost:____________________________________________

Dry Speed:_______________________________________

Value:___________________________________________

Edit/Writing Test
My workplace is one which states, somewhere that
we can only use black and blue ink on any official
document. This translates to using blue or black ink
only, as everything I fill out becomes part of the offi-

cial file and the only thing that can be tossed are occasional notes to myself and scratch paper. Honestly
as much as I’d like to whip out a pen loaded with Diamine Chocolat to take notes while I’m on the phone
I’d have to cart around a fountain pen loaded with ink
just for scrap notes, not to mention that the Diamine
Chocolate would feather and bleed on all the paper in
the building, so I”d then have to bring in a notepad
just for that pen. It just doesn’t make sense.

Final Thoughts:

